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February 22, 2011 I was walking up Stuart street from a morning teaching at a local girl’s high school. 

It was a really hot day and the sun beat down relentlessly as I climbed up the hill dragging a heavy 

bag of books. Near the street I was to turn off, my cell phone rang. One of my best friends was 

phoning from Christchurch. He said that they had just had a major earthquake, the city was in chaos, 

he hadn’t been able to get a hold of his wife or his parents. He was phoning from his car in gridlock 

trying to get from work out to the suburbs where he lived. Suddenly, I wasn’t hot and tired anymore, I 

sprinted the rest of the way home and turned on the television. The rest of the afternoon was spent 

texting, phoning and being phoned and texted by friends in Christchurch some worrying about friends 

and relatives who eventually turned up, some unfortunately never did. 

On TV that afternoon, the footage was relentless, people hurt, being carried from buildings, 

scrambling at rubble with their bare hands trying to rescue the trapped, crying, screaming or simply 

staring in glassy eyed shock. The most tragic and horrifying images were replayed over and over 

again. It seems like when something like this happens, we look for someone to blame or at least 

explain things to us. We want to know why and how something like this could happen. Cue the 

scientist. On every news broadcast, a scientist is trundled out to give an expert opinion on what 

happened. Often we aren’t told what this person does, what kind of scientist they are, the label of 

scientist is absolute, this person is a scientist, they will explain things to us. 

My dad has a saying, every time someone uses the word “they” as in “that’s what they say”, he’ll say 

“who are they anyway? Scientists?”. I’m not sure whether the implication is that if they are scientists it 

is all right or we should have a mistrust of information that comes from scientists. Certainly, scientists 

have had a bad rap some respects, the mad scientist maniacally cackling as he tries to take over the 

world comes to mind.  
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My boys love to watch a cartoon on television where two kids build crazy inventions in their backyard 

to entertain themselves and their friends. In a parallel storyline, Dr Doofenshmirtz is constantly 

inventing things for his own evil gain only to be stopped by a platypus wearing a fedora. I asked the 

boys if there were any scientists in the cartoon and they both said Dr Doofenshmirtz without 

hesitation. The kids in the story are doing the same amount of science as Dr Doofenshmirtz albeit 

with a different end result in mind. At 7 and 8 though, my boys already seem to recognise the man in 

the white coat as the scientist while discounting the work of the kids as not really science because 

“they aren’t actually doing science, they’re just kids randomly building stuff”. I suggested to them that 

Dr Doofenshmirtz is doing pretty much the same thing and they responded that he is a scientist 

though “because he wants to be – he’s just a mad scientist, the kids aren’t old enough to be 

scientists”. 

Every year at the start of the school year I do an exercise with my students coming into Year 12 

called “what does a Physicist look like?”. The idea is to see what preconceptions they have and then 

we look at some physicists who have done amazing things who don’t fit the stereotype. The idea is to 

get them to realise that they all have the potential to be good at Physics. It seems to be an uphill 

battle. Three years in and I still get a raft of bearded white males with lab coats.  

In 2009, the British organisation the Institute of Physics (IOP) surveyed the British public. 98% of 

them could not identify a young female as the Physicist when presented with a picture of 6 different 

people of varying ages and races. Indeed most of them picked a bearded white male as the physicist 

in the picture. When they surveyed their own members the IOP found that IOP members believed the 

average member would be “a white male in his late 60s wearing a tweed jacket”. They also believed 

that if physicists threw a party there would be “sweet white wine, classical music, a selection of 

cheeses and no dancing”. The Chief Executive at the time Dr, Julia King said “One of the most 
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surprising things in our member’s survey was that members themselves believed the geek stereotype 

even though they themselves are not like this!”. 

I believe we need Science communication to show people that there really is no us vs them. Science 

isn’t just the domain of the geek. We all need to work together to better ourselves, our situation, our 

species. The best ideas can come from the most unexpected of sources. I am reminded of the time 

the head of the Australian Gemini project Dr Stuart Ryder came to talk to a group of gifted and 

talented students at school. He was speaking about dark matter and one of the students piped up and 

said “that sounds like magnets” and went on to explain what he was thinking about poles, attraction 

and repulsion. Dr Ryder was literally stopped in his tracks. He said he had never thought about it like 

that before. I think that sometimes someone looking at the problems or questions of Science with 

fresh eyes can deliver new and different ideas that scientists studying the problem looking at it day in 

and day out can’t see. But we all need to feel confident and trust ourselves enough to look at 

information and make decisions and ask questions.  

My 90 year old grandmother has never been on an aeroplane, used a computer or a mobile phone. 

Born and raised on a small island where all her needs are met, she is deeply mistrustful of 

technology. Contrast that to my 7 and 8 year old children. They’ve been on so many aeroplanes 

they’ve lost count, use the computer every day and managed to program my phone to shout “TEXT” 

obnoxiously at me every time I get a message. No one taught them to do it, they have the confidence 

and the base knowledge to adapt to a new situation. They take technology like mobile phones, 

computers and ipods in their stride. Technology that is inextricably linked with Science. 

Whether we like it or not, we live in an increasingly technology based society. This is another reason 

that I think Science Communication is important. We know how to use technology like computers and 

electricity, we happily slather ourselves in nanoparticles and use any number of scientific innovations 
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on a daily basis but do we really know what they do? Does your average citizen really make an 

informed choice about using Science or just blindly reach for it because it’s easy. I think that it is 

important and something that I try to drum into my students at every year level. It’s your one life, your 

one body, our one planet. Don’t you need to know how it works, how it is affected by the choices you 

make, how to best look after it? I feel we all need a basic level of Scientific Literacy, and a higher 

level than generations previously, to be able to make informed choices about our lives.  

This topic is so topical because of the sheer rate at which scientific and technological advances have 

exploded recently. Our progress has been so fast that we as scientists and communicators need to 

make sure everyone has the baseline ability to keep up. Coupled with that, the public’s access to 

knowledge has never been so great. Anyone can access huge stores of information good or bad on 

any topic at any time day or night. In order to make informed choices, we as individuals need to have 

a sound scientific basis to inform those choices. Back in the day when grandma was eight years old 

life on a small island was much more simple than her great grandchildren’s life today. Grandma could 

get by with a lower level of scientific literacy as she wasn’t interacting with the vast amounts of 

technology and information that my children have access to today. 

The role of the science communicator, as I see it, is to translate and filter the generally complex and 

jargon laden science of the researcher and make it accessible and relevant to our every day life. A 

population that is scientifically literate is a population better able to thrive in a changing world. 

So we need Science Communication. But what about other disciplines, what about art 

communication, law communication, history communication? Any other discipline for that matter? 

What is so special about Science? Or indeed is there anything special about it? 

If you look at other disciplines, there tends to be subsets in each discipline communicating between 

academia and the public. A lawyer will communicate the complexities of law to the general public (in 
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theory anyway). An artist communicates art. Even in education we have researchers and academics 

whose work is interpreted and communicated by teachers. 

Science has traditionally done a poor job of communicating its aims, motives and objectives to the 

public. But the aim of Science is often kept secret. Consider eugenics, the space race, atomic 

weapons research. Is it any wonder there is a disconnect? New Zealand is nuclear free but how many 

people understand the Science behind it. Do we really know the benefits as well as the risks or are 

we just toeing the party line? The power of Science to do bad often overshadows the ability of 

Science to do good, especially when shawdowy secrets make better stories. 

I use Mythbusters a fair bit in my teaching, not because I think they are particularly fantastic scientists 

but because they get kids thinking and talking about Science. Whatever the weaknesses in the rigour 

and repeatability of their experiments, their strength lies in getting the public interested in and asking 

questions about Science around them. Its like the old story I heard in church one day. A newly wed is 

making a roast for herself and her huband. She cuts the roast in half and lays the two pieces side by 

side in the pan. Her husband says he has never seen this before and asks why. The wife doesn’t 

know, she just knows that is how her mother did it and it surely must have some reason to do with 

making the meat taste better. She phones her mother and her mother is puzzled as well explaining 

she did it because her mum had always done it. Surely it must make the meat taste better. Finally 

they get a hold of grandma and ask her why she always cut the roast in half. Grandma replies it is 

because she had a really small roasting pan and the whole thing didn’t fit without cutting it. The story 

was told to illustrate something that we are all guilty of at some point. Going along without question, 

without asking why. We need to question and wonder to better ourselves and better our world. 

Questioning and curiousity is the basis of Science. 
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Last year, I taught Physics at a small, rural high school. In the three years I had been there, our 

senior physics classes had grown every year to the point where I now had a Year 13 class of 11 

students. I had taught all of these students the previous year in a class of 15 Year 12 students. These 

students were a who’s who of the best academic performers in the school. Among them we had all 

academic blues winners, and the students who later became the dux and runner up dux of the school. 

Over the two years I taught them, I had got to know them fairly well. All had come into the course 

based on what they wanted to do after high school. Only three actually wanted to become scientists, 

one a forensic scientist, one a chemist and one wanted to study Science in general. All the others had 

taken Physics for courses like Architecture, Surveying, Pilot training or PE School. I know this was 

just one school, but it always made me wonder why less than a third of our best and brightest were 

going into Science, and none of them Physics. I asked them, and other students of course, and was 

usually told that it was too hard or they hate maths. These are the same reasons I get every year at 

course selection time when students who were talented Science students in the Junior school elect 

not to take senior Physics. “It’s too hard” and “too much maths” are the reasons I hear most often. 

The German assistant at the school I am working at now said a similar thing to me the other day. He 

said that there was a shortage of Physics teachers in Germany because it was seen as hard to learn 

and hard to teach so why bother. Indeed an Engineering magazine I picked up in the wood working 

room pointed to a similar trend for Britian. They are currently training about 500 teachers of Physics 

far less than they will need to keep up with demand. Even worse, they project that a quarter of those 

trained will stop teaching within three years of training. Clearly this is a big problem, it’s hard to inspire 

a passion for a subject in your students if you yourself are not passionate about it.  

To me as a teacher, this means I have my work cut out for me. If I believe, as I do, that scientific 

literacy is vital to our society, then how to I go about making sure that more students see it as a 
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relevant, viable option for them? When I told my Head of Department that I was going to do a Masters 

in Science Communication, specifically Popularising Science, his response was “Why? Why do you 

need to popularise Science?” I responded by saying to him “Isn’t that what teaching Science is? 

Trying to communicate Science ideas in a way that makes it relevant to kids?” I think it is our job as 

Science teachers, to develop kids into excited, motivated and curious producers and consumers of 

Science, and hopefully convince at least some of them to make a career out of it. 

When Lawrence Krauss came to talk at the Centre, he made he point that we all need to be 

evangelists for Science. We need to try to infuse others with the passion, creativity, and questioning 

of Science. We use science every day in so many subtle and not so subtle ways. We need to be 

passionate creative questioning scientists every day to move our society forward. This is a view I can 

subscribe to and sums up my reasoning behind a further study of Science Communication.  
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